
Dear Friends at Open Door,

I’ll be heading to Sentani on Friday as I have a literacy workshop to teach there for the Turu
team.  I love doing these workshops, and this will be an interesting one, hopefully not too
challenging. They have 6 vowels and each vowel has 6 tones. So basically we have 36 vowels
to teach.  Eek.  Sentani’s internet system is out because the fiber optic cable that takes internet
to the island got messed up in the ocean.   This has happened before, but I’m disappointed in
the timing as often we need the internet during a workshop. I’m praying they can fix it before the
time they are predicting: the end of May.

Stephen will stay here in Moi for a few more weeks as he’s pretty sure he can finish the part of
the translation process where he works with a language helper and then records what they say,
followed up with another edit.  Anyway,  since his translation check for another team got
cancelled, he’s excited about finishing up that recording job.

Oh man, feels like so much has been going on here lately.  In a nutshell: we sent a young boy
out on a medivac because he’s been having seizures. Ended up flying him to another city to get
an MRI. Turns out he has TB on the brain.  His condition worsened so bad out there in the
hospital so his mom and older sibling asked that we fly him back in here so she can see him
before he dies. Awww, so sad. I don’t know if he’ll make it. He’s not able to eat and can barely
swallow water.

Another thing that weighed heavy on our minds/hearts is that we heard Madu’s uncle wants to
sell her soon.  I wrote this big long letter to the uncle pleading that he wouldn’t sell her. Stephen
had a long talk with him as well. He told us he won’t sell her till she is done school.  I hope he
keeps his word.

In the middle of all the “drama” that seems to happen a lot, we’re thankful for the 5 Moi people
who faithfully help us with the comprehension checking of the Moi Scriptures.  We are hopeful
that we will be done going through all the comp checks with them by the end of the year.  We

will be relieved to be done that step too.

Thank you so much for standing with us to see a church planted and Bible translated
for the Moi.  Jehovah Jireh!

Much love, Steve and Carolyn

Pic: Stephen with our neighbor and long time friend, Piyando; my squad cooking during our
“feast” on Saturday.






